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Looking back over the years, two striking factors
emerge. First, we have always been consistent
in our analyses of the general election- especially
over why it is imperative that no one party should
have an overwhelming majority in Parliament.
The other thing which has not changed is the
Barisan's consistent abuse of government machinery while campaigning.
Today, we find that nothing seems to have
changed. The ruling coalition still insists that they
need a huge majority for a stable government
They continue to abuse government machinery
for party campaigning.
But Aliran maintains that too large a majority
will lead to a concentration of power in the hands
of the Executive. A powerful Executive has in
the past completely excluded the public from the
decision-making process- the non-disclosure of
the EIA Report for the Bakun Dam is the latest
instance. The Executive decides on new policies
and rams through legislation in Parliament
without discussion and debate.
Do we want this to continue? We present a series
of articles which considers some of these issues.

PREAMBLE

Read them with a critical and open ming.
Finally, we urge you to vote for democracy and
justice.

On 24-25, Malaysians go to the polls to decide
which party will govern the country.
In the previous elections, Aliran had highlighted
to voters the issues they had to consider before
deciding on the party of their choice.
Since Dr Mahathir dissolved Parliament on 6
April, we had to rush to print this issue to reach
you before polling day. So you will find that the
Monthly this time is somewhat thinner than usual
because of the tight deadline involved. In the
process we have left out some of our usual regulars like Thinking Allowed, Heart To Heart etc.
Still the issues are weighty indeed.

Message from an old Red Indian chief
Only after the
Only after the
Only after the
Only then will
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last tree has been cut down
last river has been poisoned
last fish has been caught
you find that money cannot be eaten.

COVER STORY
-'

THE "GOOD LIFE"?
In the run-up to the 1995 general elections, Barisan Nasional through
its pervasive control over the print and electronic media has been
drumming in the message of how rapidly the Malaysian economy
has grown since the last recession of 1986/87. We have been inundated with the examples of the "good life" that ordinary Malaysians are supposedly experiencing.
In this article, MUSTAFA ANUAR and S.P. SUBRAMANIAM examine the price that Malaysians have had to pay for the growth
achieved. They also look at some other related issues that voters
ought to consider before casting their ballot on 24 and 25 April1995. )

II

he most dominant
theme in the 1995 general elections campaign has been the
above 8 per cent economic
growth experienced in Malaysia
during the last seven years. We
are repeatedly told what a good
and wonderful thing that is. Night
after night Mahadzir Lokman in
TVl and Data Salleh Majid in
TV2 together with his guests
keep reminding us how this 8 per
cent growth rate has brought
jobs, factories, roads, highways
and toll-ways, mega-sized
airports, 1ong( est) bridges,
tall( est) buildings, golf clubs,
hotels, resorts, more listings in
the stock market, shopping complexes and all other good things

in life. What a "good life" we are
experiencing! All because of
Barisan Nasional's magical 8
plus per cent economic growth
rate.
However, a high economic
growth rate has its high price too.
During the same period of rapid
economic growth, we have witnessed a number of incidents that
have shocked many Malaysians.
In the most recent incident, it was
reported that many drums of potassium cyanide, a very potent
toxic waste, were dumped in the
holiday resort island of Pangkor
in Perak. If the cyanide had
leaked into water catchment areas, we would not even want to
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guess the harm it would have
done. Even if it had leaked into
the sea, the fish stock in this area
would have been devastated. The
cynide drums were traced back
to a company in Seberang Perai.
At the same time, there was a
news report about another toxic
waste site being found in
Gelugor, Penang, just next to
University Science Malaysia, not
far from affluent neighbourhoods.
Much outrage was expressed all
over the country from the Prime
Minister down to the ordinary
person on the street but.soon the
whole issue died down. This is
just one in a series of incidents
involving the environment. We
are sure our readers will remem-

ber the annual haze which seems
to be lasting longer and longer
each year, the landslides, polluted
rivers, floods, collapse of
Highland Towers and other similar problems. These are all the
direct consequence of our relentless pursuit of high economic
growth rates. This is the price we
pay for making an eight per cent
growth rate our new God.
In a second incident, a 17-month
old toddler Nur Syafiqah
Maswari from the village of Air
Kuning near Kampar, Perak died
in the Ipoh Hospital on 28 March
1995 after being warded with
severe injuries allegedly caused
by a couple who looked after
little Nur Syafiqah when her parents were away at work. What
was very disturbing in this child
abuse case is that Toy bean Abdul
Wahab, 41 (who was jointly
charged with his wife Ramlah
Selamat, 33, for causing grievous
bodily_harm to Nur Syafiqah) has
also been charged with outraging
the modesty of the same 17month old baby on at least three
occasions while she was under
their care. If these charges are
true, it is indeed sickening and
disgusting to know that our socalled "caring, loving Asian-values oriented" society has in its
midst such monsters that we normally associate with some cult
figures in the "decadent West."
This is not the only major incident of child abuse. In the last
few years, there seems to be an
increasing number of child abuse
cases. In many of these cases, the
parents who were both working

had left their child with childminders who ended up abusing
the chidlren under their care. The
kind of rapid economic growth
that Malaysia has experienced
has brought about much social
dislocation. Since industries tend
to be clustered around the three
main urban centres of Klang Valley, Penang and southern Johor,
many people have had to move
to such urban centres in search
of employment from their rural
homes where support from their
extended family is more readily
available. Both parents have to
work because real wages (i.e.
wages after adjustment for inflation) have not increased very
much for lower income groups.
Thus one income is insufficient
to maintain a family. Hence, they
are forced to depend on paid
child-minders. They cannot afford better quality child-care services as their income is not high
enough for that. Ideally, the employer or the government should
provide safe and adequate childcare facillities. But the recent
trend has been for the government to evade even from its existing responsibilities in education, health-care and municipal
services. So there is little hope
for it to take on newer responsibilities.
These two incidents represent the
uglier side of the rapid economic
growth. As some would say, this
is the price we have to pay. Let
us now examine some areas
where government policies of
placing economic growth above
everything else has had adverse
consequences.
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DETERIORATING PHYSICAL ENVIRONMENT
Like many other developing
countries, Malaysia has undergone, and is still going through,
a rapid process of urbanization.
This then triggers off the migration of people from rural areas
into urban centres, thereby creating a concentration of people
in certain localities in their search
for employment and fortune. And
this has serious implications to
the overall quality of life.
For one thing, as can be seen in
big places like Kuala Lumpur,
Petaling Jaya, Johor Bahru and
Penang, roads get easily jammed
and consequently, working
people in particular waste a substantial portion of their waking
and productive lives on the road.
These workers, using cars, buses,
vans and lorries have to travel
from their houses to their workplaces and face the daily nightmare of traffic jams. Apart from
acquiring frayed nerves, these
commuters are also compelled to
inhale the dirty air that is continuously spewed out from the slowmoving vehicles.
Such an "annoyance" in the socalled modern, progressive lifestyles in most major cities and
towns in Malaysia - as in many
other developing countries as
well - stems primarily from the
lack of a good system of public
transportation. Put another way,
the overcrowded buses, for instance- with their attendant problems of rude conductors and unsafe drivers, and often improper

time schedules - compel many a
commuter to resort to driving individually, in many cases, their
own vehicles to work (i.e. Single
Occupancy Vehicles). Hence, the
increasing discomfort of travelling in towns in, ironically, an age
of modem technology.
In Malaysia, the problem of traffic congestion is further compounded by a national motor industry, whose very existence and
survival hinge - like any other
profit-driven ventures - on persuading and encouraging Malaysians to own and drive proudly
their Protons and Kancils on the
already clogged roads. Taking
this factor into consideration,
constructing other means of public transportation, like Kuala
Lumpur's LRT, may not be of
much help.
In addition, building new roads
and widening the existing ones,
as has been done in the past, may
not necessarily help solve traffic
jams; this may only encourage
more vehicles to appear and consequently cause more traffic congestion, and more trees and hills
to be cut as well. For some, however, like the operators of toll
booths, the large volume of traffic may not be regarded as a problem after all.
An equally serious implication of
urbanization is the physical space
needed for houses, office buildings and factories - that is to say
the heavy concentration of
people has exacted a heavy toll
on a limited land area. In the case
of Kuala Lumpur, Petaling Jaya
and Penang, for instance, land
areas have not only been filled by

single and double-storey houses,
but also high-rise condominiums,
apartments and very tall office
towers. In many of these places,
these towering structures not
only are discordant with the surrounding environment (read
ugly), but also pose a danger to
human habitation as in the tragic
case of the Highland Towers.
This is not to mention squatter
areas, often not hygienic and
safe, that largely cater to the
needs of the lower income
groups.
In other words, the scramble for
limited spaces in urban centres
and especially for more profits
has led to more and more buildings being built. This sometimes,
unfortunately, is done at the expense of the parks, hills, green
areas and even playing fields that
function as vital "lungs" to the
urban dwellers. To be sure, the
flora and fauna are affected by
these crude developments.
This brings us to the national
obsession with the tallest, the
biggest, the longest and the widest. In these urban centres, we
have witnessed the construction
of, for instance, the tallest tower,
the highest building, the biggest
shopping mall, the longest
bridge, etc. All these modern
constructions are proudly considered by the country's leadership
as physical reminders of the
country's tremendous achievements. But for us, these structures
reflect the tendency of the ruling
elites to be trapped in the
questionable notion and image of
an industrialised society that is
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modelled after the West, the very
place that our leaders are fond of
criticising for their materialistic
lifestyles.
Put another way, Malaysia can do
without these skyscrapers and
other massive constructions. Instead, it should be proud to strive
for, say, the cleanest environment, the safest roads and highways, the most efficient public
transport system, the lowest cost
of living, the most accountable
government, the best public
health-care system, the most accessible mass media etc.
Another aspect of the deteriorating physical environment around
us is the increasing filthiness of
our cities.Refuse collection services have deteriorated since being privatized. We can vouch for
that at least in Penang Island.
News reports highlight the catsized rats found on the streets of
Bangsar in KL and in many areas in Penang due to the inadequate cleaning services provided by the unelected city councils. There are many other aspects
of declining quality of the physical environment that ought to be
discussed including toxic waste,
deforestation,and pollution of our
rivers and streams but space
considerations prevent us from
doing so. In our opinion, in the
years to come, as we rush to grow
by 7 per cent per year and reach
a per capita income ofRM40,000
by the year 2020, the most
serious problems that we will
face collectively will be mainly
related to the environment.

AFFORDABLE HEALTHCARE
We feel that next in importance
to the deteriorating physical environment is access to affordable
health-care and it is going to become an explosive issue for most
Malaysians long before the magical year 2020. If one examines
budget allocations for health,
expenditure on health-care has
been relatively stagnant over the
last few years. The indirect policy
seems to be to let health care
become increasingly privatised.
This is of course the currently
prevailing ideology both at the
national level and on the
international front. The World
Bank and other mainstream
international development
agencies encourage the increasing role of profit-oriented firms
in the provision of health- care.
The dominant model is the way
health-care is provided in the
United States of America where
money can buy the best medical
attention but only if you have the
money.
Privatisation of health-care has
many consequences. From the
view of the providers of healthcare, the professional staff especially the doctors and specialists
enjoy a huge increase in their income. The wage gaps between
the public sector and private sector gets much bigger. The wage
gap between the fully professional and the para-medical staff
also gets bigger. This tends to
demoralise public sector employees in the health sector where
they are further burdened by the
increasingly bureaucratic mea-

sures such as the SSB scheme
which among other shortcomings
fails to recognise the reality that
much work in hospitals gets done
by teams and not individuals. As
a result, many professionals leave
government hospitals which
increases the work load for the
remaining staff. This in turn
reduces the quality of care in
public hospitals.
From the patients' point of view,
government hospitals provide
very uneven quality of care. You
may have a good doctor attending to you but the equipment
might not be working well due
to poor maintenance. Many of the
younger professional staff use
their jobs at the government hospital as a training ground before
they rush off to the lures of the
private sector. (Even those with
a strong sense of commitment
eventually tend to leave due to
increasing bureaucratisation and
decreasing investment in public
sector health-care).
Private sector medicine where
the free-market is suppose to operate efficiently is a textbook
example of market failure. For
free markets to operate efficiently, a pre-requisite is that both
the buyer and seller are well
informed on the product that is
being traded. In this case we have
a case of information asymmetry. The doctor treating you
knows more about your problem
than you do so it leaves little
room for you to bargain effectively. As profit maximization is
the ultimate goal in the private
sector, there is a tendency for
patients to be overprovided with
medical services that they may
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not really need. For example, in
the United States there is a much
higher proportion of caesarian
operations in child-birth as compared to Canada and European
countries where medical care is
under the public sector.
Caesarian operations implies
higher fees for the obstetrician
and the anaesthetist, as well as a
longer stay in the hospital for the
patient which leads to more profits for the hospital involved.
With increasing industrialisation,
we are also experiencing increasing incidences of modern diseases like heart disease and various kinds of cancers. The
causatives factors here appear to
be the increasingly stressful way
of life and the effects of pollution. At the same time the public
sector is limiting its supply of
medical service thus raising the
price of medical care for Malaysians. In short, if current policies
are persued even more vigorously as has been promised, we
will have a society where the
poor will be forced to get patchy
medical care from the public sector i.e. long queues, understaffed
hospitals etc. while the rich will
be able to obtain five-star treatment for their health problems.
The middle class which is caught
between the two would be
squeezed in the long run as hospital charges keep going up.
Health-care is one area where
much rethinking and reform need
to be carried out.

HOUSING CRISIS
Another consequence of the high
economic growth rates has been

the sharp increase in house
prices. When average incomes
increase rapidly in an economy
without any consideration for
income redistribution, higher income groups tend to appropriate
a disproportionately larger share
of the rising income due to their
already entrenched powerful position in the economy. They then
tend to save their high incomes
in the form of initially safe investments such as fixed deposits. Eventually their savings will
be diverted into the stock market
and real estate which leads to
sharp rises in the prices of shares
and property. Asset inflation, as
this phenomenon is referred to,
is a common feature in most
economies which grow rapidly in
a short period of time. It happened in Japan in the late 1980s
and in Australia before that. It has
been happening in Singapore,
Hong Kong and Malaysia since
about 1990.
Asset owners will become more
wealthy in real terms due to this,
especially those who own extra
houses for investment. For those
who own only the house that they
occupy, they may experience an
illusion of wealth because if you
sell the house, the replacement
house that you need to buy will
be equally expensive. Unfortunately, for a majority of Malaysian families owning a home will
become increasingly an unfulfilled dream. They become
poorer in real terms though their
money income may have increased. If we continue with this
rapid economic growth rate as
has been promised in the BN
manifesto (quadrupling of money

income in 25 years), we can expect more asset inflation and a
consequent greater sense of deprivation among lower income
families. More and more land
that's suitable for ordinary low
and medium cost housing will be
used for building expensive condominiums and golf courses
since it is more profitable to cater for higher income groups.
This can be ameliorated only if
there is some form of state intervention. But the record to date
in providing adequate housing
has been dismal.

INFLATION
The asset inflation that we discussed above brings us to the
larger issue of inflation in general. In almost all modern capitalist economies, very high
growth rates tend to result in increases in inflation rates. Our
government claims that our inflation rate in the last few years has
been less than 4 per cent per
annum. This claim is so dubious
that it's worthy of discussion.
Except for personal computers
and related electronic products,
we find it difficult to think of
many goods and services that
have not gone up by at least 4 per
cent per year in the last five
years. Just think of prices of
houses and rentals, cars, bus
fares, train fares, vegetables, fish,
prawns, newspapers, restaurant
meals, teh tarik, roti canai,
plumbing services, car repairs,
house repairs and so on!
If money incomes have increased
faster than inflation than the situation may be bearable. However,
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income increases have been uneven as we pointed out earlier.
Thus real wages after adjusting
for inflation have declined for
some groups in the private sector (e.g. plantation workers).
Even many factory workers have
to put in long hours of overtime
to make ends meet thus necessitating child-care as pointed out
earlier.
But one group of the working
population in particular has not
enjoyed the fruits of economic
growth; that group is the vast
majority of government servants
who have seen the purchasing
power of their salaries decline
consistently despite the modest
pay increases under the SSB
scheme. Most of their counterparts in the private sector enjoy
larger wage rises. This is particularly true for those in the technical, medical and other professional services. The situation is
even worse for government pensioners. Inflation is a definite
economic cost of high growth
rates.

CONCLUSION
It is clear that the present economic policies combined with
fortuitous external circumstances
have led to rapid economic
growth rates in Malaysia during
the last seven years. Dr. Mahathir
has succeeded almost thoroughly
in making Malaysians much
more homo economicus. Capitalist values based on acquisition
are reigning supreme in our nation. Though vision 2020 lists
nine challenges, most Malaysians
can only remember only one

i.e. high economic growth in order
to achieve the income per capita of
developed country status. Only lip
service is paid to other values and
challenges. No doubt it is a worldwide trend. The real dominant religion of our days
worldwide is
neither Islam, Christianity, Hinduism nor Buddhism; il is lhe almighty
dollar (or shall we say the almighty
yen and mark!).
Given the various developments that
are mentioned above, we feel it's
time for us to re-assess and re-appraise Malaysia's achievements (and
shortcomings) so far. But to do so
effectively and conscientiously, we
must have enough room for criticism, debate and dissent among ourselves. More than that, we need
greater transparency and accountability on the part of the government.
Indeed, we need to buttress our
democratic institutions in order for
us to collectively attain and ensure
social justice.

society

c~lls

~nd

eye~ore.

me a oe.aq~A r.
a par~s1te
an

wht4r do
you call a
society which
h~s reduced
me to this
state?

but

We have to look at ourselves with
sincerity in order to build a truly
Caring Society. Our past experience
tells us that there is a dire need to
re-emphasise the good values of
moderation,
compassion,
cooperation, mutual understanding,
justice, and moral and spiritual
enrichment. We can do this in many
ways, one of which is to exercise our
democratic right to vote with
conscience and care so that there is
more democratic space in Malaysia
for the next five years.
We must visualize a good future for
ourselves and our future generations
in the midst of the current economic
euphoria. The goodness of today
must not be overspent at the expense
of tomorrow. 0
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THE MANY SPLENDOURED
DREAM
I dream in colours, violet,
crimson, indigo
of pastures, valleys, lakes
blue skies, birds
which are all just a dream.
Because sadly they are
chopping down our trees
To make way for progress
they say
In the back of our yard
In hiding where no one sees
To put fear and fright
in human beings
with posters everywhere
of the danger of trespassing
who pray are the trespassers
It is they themselves
who have killed our trees
who have let them rot
and bulldozed our land
to mere barren earth
with not a tree in sight
God-given beauty
of our land destroyed
to quench man's thirst
for money, power and wealth
What shall I do
But pray that man's heart
will change from indifference
to acceptance of the
God-given beauty of our land
in trees and hills
lakes and birds
which will only be a thing
of the past
If man does not stop
searching for more land
to destroy in the name of development.
M.A. FERNANDEZ
PENANG
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InstabilitY- without a
2/3 Majority??

m

arisan Nasional (BN)
leaders have been telling
the people that if the
Barisan loses its 2/3 majority in Parliament we will have a weak government. A weak government will
result in instability and chaos.

democracy a normal democracy. We
want a normal, healthy, functioning
democracy.

If we examined the electoral situation in most Western parliamentary
democracies over the last 50 years
(since the Second World War) we
will realize that their governments
have ruled successfully with much
smaller majorities.In Japan , the
previous ruling Liberal Democratic
Party (LDP) has never enjoyed a 2/
3 majority and yet it was able to rule
quite effectively. In India, the largest democracy in the world, the
ruling party has ruled without a 2/
3 majority for long periods. The
same goes for Sri Lanka.

Reducing the Barisan's 2/3 majority
would result in this for the simple
reason that it would still have at least
a 60 seat lead over the combined
opposition. This is because of a
number of electoral and political
factors. Whatever the extent of the
opposition challenge in Sabah and
Sarawak, it is almost certain that the
Barisan parties there will be able to
bag over 30 seats. In places like
Pahang, Negri Sembilan, Selangor
and Southern and Central Perak, it
is very likely that the BN will retain
its formidable support. The opposition in these states lacks the organizational resources, personnel and
widespread influence to dislodge the
BN. Besides, the electorate as a
whole knows that at the moment
there is no alternative to the Barisan
as the ruling coalition. Barisan leaders should not therefore create the
false impression that if the 2/3
majority is reduced, there would be
a fragile, tottering government. It is
not likely to happen for all the reasons we have outlined. We repeat
that even without a 2/3 majority we
would still have a stable, secure
Barisan government.

In fact, ruling without a 2/3 majority is the norm in parliamentary
democracies. Dictating to the
people armed with a 2/3 majority
in Parliament is in fact abnormal.
This is why we want to make our

This brings us to all the arguments
made by Dr. Mahathir and others
about the importance of a 2/3 majority. Dr. Mahathir has said that the
country needs a government to guarantee stability and development. The

These leaders are not telling the
truth. Even if the BN loses its 2/3
majority, we would still have a
workable, effective government.
For all that the opposition is hoping to secure is at least 64 seats. This
means that the BN would still command more than 120 seats. 120 or
125 seats out of 192 is a big, comfortable majority by parliamentary
standards anywhere in the world.
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question is: What does the Barisan
Chairman mean by a 'strong government?' If by strong government he
means a government with numbers
on its side, he is totally wrong. Numbers alone cannot ensure development for a country. The crucial thing
is the integrity of the national leadership. If leaders are corrupt, are
involved in scandals and can be
bought by others, then it goes without saying that the government
would be a weak and unreliable one.
Isn't this what happened throughout
history ? Dr. Mahathir has forgotten
that the Melaka Sultanate fell to a
foreign power largely because of
corruption and factional feuds within
the Court. Is there a parallel to what
is happening today? This is why instead of asking for a 2/3 majority;
BN leaders should try to restore integrity and honesty among the ruling elites.
There is no justification at all for a
huge 2/3 majority. If the Barisan is
genuinely concerned about helping
the rakyat, it can do so with a simple
workable majority. It can eradicate
poverty, curb corruption, reduce
ethnic polarization, and expand the
scope for human rights with such a
parliamentary majority, as long as its
policies are founded upon justice
and its leaders are wise and sincere.
Sincere leadership and just policies
- these are the ingredients of good
government. Not a huge 2/3 majority.
In any case, the Barisan should be
ashamed to ask the people to bestow

it with another big win- after all that
I has happened in the last 14 years.
How can Dr. Mahathir ask for total
endorsement of his leadership after
the Kerpan scandal, after Rahim
Tamby Chik, after Bank Negara's
forex losses . No self-respecting
people will be prepared to give him
another huge mandate. A huge
mandate after all the large share
allocations to relatives of top leaders? How can one ask for total support after how the Barisan robbed a
duly-elected state government in
Sabah of its victory? A huge mandate for what? For giving minimal
attention to the basic needs of the
people; for neglecting the rural and
urban poor? An overwhelming majority as a gift for accumulating a
massive foreign debt of 57 billion
ringgit? Most of all, how can we give
a 2/3 majority to Dr. Mahathir's
Barisan after seeing how it has conducted the current election campaign. This is undoubtedly the most
undemocratic election in our history.
Apart from the continuing ban on
public rallies, the campaign period
is a mere nine days. The biased, lopsided reporting and analyses in the
newspapers and the propaganda
songs and other programmes over
television is unprecedented in its
scope and intensity. And, at the same
time, Barisan leaders in government
exploit their official roles forgetting
that they are only caretaker Ministers and Deputy Ministers. They
have been abusing all the privileges
of their government positions for
their electoral campaigns. By conducting such an unethical, undemocratic campaign - which puts past
campaigns in the shade- the Barisan
has given the voter a very good
reason for denying the BN its majority.

reduce the Barisan's majority.
Equally important, the denial of a
2/3 majority to the Barisan is our
way of passing judgement on the
Coalition. It is a vote of protest
against all the misdeeds of the last
fourteen years. It is our mode of
expressing our unhappiness with the
ruling regime. If, after all that has
happened, we do not want to show
our displeasure with the Barisan's
performance then there must be
something wrong with us as human
beings. It would mean that we are
not capable of feeling angry, of
reacting against injustice and dishonesty. It would even mean that we
are prepared to tolerate a lack of
openness and integrity.
Let us show the world that Malaysians are not that sort of a people.
We are a people with honour. We are
a people with dignity and integrity.

We know how to judge. We know
how to choose. We know how to
distinguish right from wrong.
These then are the two main reasons
for denying the BN its 2/3 majority.
One, it is to ensure that we evolve
into a healthy, functioning democracy which will check the ruling
elites from becoming too dominant
and too arrogant. Two, it is to express our disillusionment, indeed our
anger, over the lack of integrity and
openness displayed by the Barisan
in the last fourteen years or so. By
so doing, we would be re-asserting
our concern for morality and ethics
in public life.

Let us therefore say it again: AN
OVERWHELMING MAJORITY
IS BAD FO R DEMOCRACY.
STRENGTHEN DEMOCRACY
BY DENYING THE BN ITS 2/3
MAJORITY. 0

The greater the appetite for
power, the less respect for truth.·
It is a self-stimulating vice,
especially deadly when rooted
in the exercise of authority
and aggravated by intellectual
conceit. That is the reason
why so-called statesmen
can be such Iiars.

-Paul Twitchell in
''The Key to Eckandar"

This then is the essence of the issue
before us. It is not simply because
we value democracy that we want to
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WHAT ISA

CARETAKER
GOVERNMENT?

II

hen Parliament dissolved on Thursday,
April 6 1995, all
Members of the Dewan Rakyat
would have ceased to receive
their allowance as from that day
onwards. This is a basic principle of the Parliamentary System.
In this connection, it has to be
pointed out that with the dissolution of Parliament, the status
and function of the government
also changes accordingly.
From April 7, the government
becomes a caretaker government
with caretaker functions.
A caretaker government in a Parliamentary democracy merely
performs the rudimentary duties
of the state. Apart from maintaining law and order, it ensures
that government machinery continues to function so that the dayto-day task of administration can
be carried out.
From a moral standpoint, a caretaker government cannot initiate
new programmes or launch new
projects in the name of the

government. This is an unwritten
role of electoral competition in a
Parliamentary democracy. For
the party that acts as the caretaker
government is also a participant
in the election. If it transgresses
its caretaker functions by using
the authority that a government
enjoys
in
ordinary
circumtstances, it would have an
unfair advantage over its other
competitors in the election.
NEW PROJECTS
Of course, legally a caretaker
government can argue that
launching new projects and disbursing funds are part of the dayto-day functions of the government. Morally, however, such an
argument is untenable since these
activities, without doubt, give an.
advantage to the incumbent. Besides, they may be perceived by
the electorate as favours done
them with the intention of obtaining their support. This is why in
the Scandinavian democracies
and in Britain no new governmental programmes derived from
state funds are initiated during
the campaign period.
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ALIRAN hopes that the Barisan
Nasional which has promised a
clean and trustworthy government will be scrupulously honest in this matter. Clean and trustworthy leaders will at all times
observe the moral underpinnings of the system. Otherwise, elections will become a
farce. 0

PRIVATE AND PUBLIC
It was said of Muhammad Bello (the
son of Uthman and Fodio) that he
maintained two lamps: one which
was his own that he used for reading
materials of a private nature and the
other which was paid for by the state
treasury which he used for reading
state documents. After he had read
State documents he would extinguish the flame of the state lamp and
light his private lamp for his own private reading. He was extremely scrupulous about the distinction between
the two.
From Al-haji Shehu Shagari and
Jean Boyd Uthman and Fodio The
Theory and Practice of his leadership (Islamic Publications Bureau,
Lagos, 1978) p.50.

ELECTIONS

DEMOCRACY
ELECTIONS
What constitutes free and fair elections? What should be
the role of the media in a democracy during elections?
How should a caretaker government conduct itselfin the
interim period? When an election abuse takes place, what
could a voter do? With the threat of the communist insurgency over, should anti-democracy laws such as the !SA,
OSA and the Printing Presses and Publications Act continue to exist?
RAM takes a look at these issues and suggests some ways
to improve the conditions under which elections are held
in our country.
"The Prime Minister's vision is for
Malaysia to be a fully developed nation by the
year 2020, not just economically but also
politically, morally and spiritually.
The country's economic progress since
. the mid-eighties has been
remarkable. However, there has been little
progr~ss in making Malaysia a more
developed political entity. "
Report next page ...
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Man's capacity for evil
makes democracy necessary,
and man's capacity for good
makes democracy possible.
- R. Niebuhr

m

emocracy originated in
the classical Greek city
states. It meant the rule
of the demos, the citizen body. Everyone had the right
to decide on matters of general
concern. The size of modern nation states, however, has meant
that democracy is no longer direct but indirect (apart from occasional referendums). Elections
are held to determine the representatives of the people who will
discuss and decide matters of
public interest in the respective
parliaments.
The essential criteria of a representative democracy are:
• Free and fair elections.
• An effective choice being provided to the electorate during
elections.
• The elected body of representatives, viz.Parliament, has the
right publicly to question, discuss, criticize, and oppose
goverment measures as well as
enact new Jaws, without being
subject to threats of interference or arrest.
In a democratic system, there are
three branches of government.
The Legislative branch i.e. Parliament, debates issues and enacts laws that citizens have to

respect and follow. The Executive, effectively the Cabinet
headed by the Prime Minister,
implements public policies. And
the Judiciary ensures that the
laws are implemented with justice.
Representatives of the people
who are voted to Parliament are
there to ensure that policies of the
Executive and the laws which are
interpreted by the courts, represent the will of the people. Elections are thus essential in a democracy so that those who make
up Parliament and thereafter determine the laws of the land are
truly the choice of the people.
With general elections around the
corner, it is timely to reflect on
the importance of elections and
how they should be held. This article will focus on why there
should be an effective choice for
the electorate, and what it means
for elections to be free and fair.

EFFECTIVE CHOICE
Elections would be meaningless
if voters are restricted to choosing from one party. The
opportunnity for voters to choose
from among the different policies
of various parties would then be
absent. Without choice, elections
are pointless.
Periodical elections are in a
sense, a report card on the government. If the government has
introduced policies favoured by
the people and has been effective
in implementing these policies,
they are likely to get continued
support from voters.
Occasionally, however, the
people may feel that the govern-

ment has done a reasonable job
in the past few years, but given
different challenges to come, or
a change in priorities among the
citizens (e.g. from economic development to spiritual development), another party may be
voted in which is believed to be
better suited for the future.
For a nation to be a true democracy, voters should have the tight
to kick out a government if the
majority opt for another party.
The possibility of a new government coming in peacefully
through the ballot box must always exist. If a new party wins a
majority of seats in Parliament,
then the previous party should
graciously step down. In a democracy, it is the majority, not
politicians, who are ultimately
the boss.

FREE ELECTIONS
Although, the phrase "free and
fair elections" is frequently used,
the criteria for elections being
free are quite distinct from what
it takes for elections to be fair.
The key features of a free election are:
• All parties and individuals must
be free to contest unless disqualified for certain reasons,
e.g. the potential candidate is
unfit because he has a criminal
record.
• Political parties are not prevented from fielding their candidates.
• Voters are not in any way prevented from casting their ballots.
• The voting system ensures the
secrecy of a person's vote:
COillli!Ued Oil page
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from page 14

If secrecy is not guaranteed, a
person may not vote for the candidate he prefers because he is
worried about possible consequences should the other candidate win. He may be denied promotion in his job if it is known
that he voted against the party
that came to power; his bank
loan may be recalled or he might
be excluded from government
ub idy schemes. Secrecy is thus
a crucial element of free election .
~falaysia, the Election Act
make it a criminal offence for
any officer to check how a particular person voted, thus assuring secrecy for voters and protecting the right to vote without
fear of possible reprisal.

In

FAIR ELECTIONS
For an election to be fair:
• All political parties should have
equitable access to public facilities, for example, public
halls, police protection and
government owned transport.
Equitable access means that
the opportunity of parties to
use such facilities should be
commensurate with the size of
the party and the number of
candidates it is fielding.
• All candidates should have equitable access to the media.
• Voters should not be prevented
from voting, nor forced to
vote.
• The votes should be counted
in front of representatives of
the contesting candidates.

• Election laws should be enforced without any discrimination.
Generally, in elections around the
world, the process is free but not
always fair. The party in power
usually has a tremendous advantage. Some are less bashful about
using the privileges of office for
political ends. But this is not
right. On dissolution of Parliament (or the State Assembly), the
party in power rules only as a
caretaker government - one
which holds office for the short
period between the end of the
government and the appointment
of a new one. From then on, no
party has the right to monopolise
public facilities.
A distinction must be made between the party that has been in
power and the government. A
certain party may have constituted the government. But this
does not mean that what belongs
to the government also belongs
to that party (or vice versa). Certainly it would be wrong for the
party in power to use government
funds for its own campaigning.
Resources of the government belong to the people ..The party that
comes to powr can use those resources only for the benefit of the
people, not for the party. The
government may decide that
based on socio-economic factors,
a new university should be built
in a certain state. Thus taxpayers
money could go to this purpose.
The decision should be based on
what is good for the people, not
on what is good for the party that
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forms the government. Thus, it
would be wrong for the party in
power to build a university, or
provide whatever other sort of
development, only if the people
of that area vote for the existing
government.
Similarly, the party in power
must not use government facilities for its campaigning. Government helicopters, cars, government-owned media etc. belong to
the people, not to the party in
power. Political leaders who happen to hold government positions, should not use these government facilities for campaigning unless the opposition is also
given equitable access to such
facilities.

ROLE OF THE MEDIA
The influence of the media in determining our opinions cannot be
over-exaggerated. Through reading newspapers, listening to the
radio and watching television,
our view of the world is formed.
In presenting the news, the media has the power to slant and
colour the facts in a way that
makes it seem favourable to one
party while another party, or its
policies, may be shown in an
unfavourable light.
During elections, by giving limited access to certain parties, the
activities, views and responses of
those parties may not be fully
understood by the electorate. The
media would have done a great
disservice to democracy if it allows itself to give distorted views
of the facts, such that electors

vote one party because they did
not fully understand the policies
of other party.
Although the media has a duty
to be objective in its reporting,
this is not to say it must also be
neutral in its views. Most papers
will have an editorial page where
views of senior editors are presented. It would be absurd to insist that editorials must always
be neutral. If editors are not allowed to print their opinions,
such columns would be pointless. But being allowed to
present certain opinions is quite
distinct from a licence to distort
reporting of events and to blackout reports on activities of parties not favoured.
In Malaysia, because all publications have to apply yearly for
a new licence to continue publishing, many editors are careful in their reporting. The last
thing an editor wishes is to print
articles or opinions that annoy
the Minister of Home Affairs
and thus put the paper's licence
in jeapordy. The yearly application for fresh licences is inimical to the existence of a genuinely free press.
Another threat to neutrality of
the media arises when influential papers or radio/television
stations are under the control of
certain political leaders. In 1992,
the New Straits Times group and
TV3 were bought over by therespective management and then
injected into Malaysian Resources Corporation Bhd
(MRCB). MRCB is widely believed to be under the control of

individuals aligned to the Deputy
Prime Minister. This would explain not only why certain camps
within UMNO Baru are given
more prominence in reports by
the New Straits Times group and
TV3, but also why these media
mostly present opposition leaders as despots and show their
supporters crossing over to
Barisan.
It is not an offence for business
leaders who are close to certain
political leaders to have controlling stakes in media companies.
A mature citizenry should realize that when this is so, the reports and columns of these media are likely to be heavily
slanted. But given the laws that
make it difficult for any editor to
be impartial in the coverage of
national politics, citizens have a
problem trying to get a fair picture of the political situation.

be held. In these countries, the
Executive cannot choose to have
elections when it is suitable for
their party.
Although not peculiar to Malaysia, the discretion of the party in
power to call elections when it is
suitable for that party would
seem manifestly unfair to opposition parties.The advantage
given to the party in power is
even greater given the short minimum period between announcing
elections and polling. If general
elections are announced as a surprise, a short campaigning period
could well mean that opposition
parties have little time to prepare
their campaign themes and effectively execute their campaign.
The party in power, which may
have been aware in advance that
a snap election was imminent,
may have quietly got itself in gear
so that it could campaign
effectively during the short campaign period.

TIMING OF ELECTIONS
A MATURE DEMOCRACY?
Elections need only be held once
in five years in Malaysia. After
Parliament has been dissolved,
general elections must be called
within 2 months. Once general
elections are announced, the
campaigning period may be as
short as two weeks after nominations.
The decision on when to dissolve
Parliament and call for elections
is in the hands of the Prime Minister. This discretionary power
being vested with the PM is a
British legacy. In other countries
like the United States, there are
fixed dates when elections are to
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The Prime Minister's vision is for
Malaysia to be a fully developed
nation by the year 2020, not just
economically but also politically,
morally and spiritually. The
country's economic progress
since the mid-eighties has been
remarkable. However, there has
been little progress in making
Malaysia a more developed political entity.
The threat of communist insurgency has disappeared but the
Internal Security Act (ISA),
which was enacted to deal with
this threat, is still on our statute
books. The Official Secrets Act

(OSA) makes public accountability more difficult as it deters
government officials who may
want to disclose the mistakes of
those in power. The laws on
licencing of the media results in
self-censorship that prevents fair
coverage of all political parties.
Parliament is given little notice
to study bills that government
wishes to enact as law. The independence of the J-udiciary
has been put to question following the sacking of the Lord
Pre ident in 1988 after a tribunal was formed on the advice of
the Prime Minister, which was
chaired by the Chief Justice who
got a promotion after recommending the dismissal of his
bo.
The removal of certain Royal
privileges has been viewed apprehensively by certain quarters
who feel that there are now few
real checks on the increasingly
powerful Executive. General
Elections are an effective check
on the party in power only if
elections are free and fair. Much
can be done to improve the conditions under which elections are
held in our country so that the
electorate is given a fair representation of the policies of all
parties and thus has an effective .
choice in determining who
should govern the country. This
would be one way for the present
leaders to demonstrate their
commitment to making Malaysia politically developed.

offence to provide or arrange to
provide free food, drink or provisions in order to influence a
voter. No voter may be given
treats before, during or after voting hours in order to influence his
voting. A voter who accepts these
treats is himself committing an
offence.
Certainly, it is illegal to bribe a
voter with money, gifts, loans or
any other valuable consideration;
the voter who accepts is also
committing an offence. Similarly,
it is against the law for gifts or
financial inducements to be given
to someone to persuade a voter
to vote in a certain way. Neither
does the law allow anyone to offer, or promise to try to get, any
office, place or employment for
a voter in order to persuade him
to vote for any candidate or not
to vote.

the polling station is also
commiting an offence. No vehicle which is ordinarily rented
out may be used to ferry voters
to polling stations. A candidate
may, however, arrange transport
for voters to cross rivers in order
to vote, but such transport must
be made available to all voters in
the area.
A person would also be breaking the law if he makes false
statements about the personal
character or conduct of a candidate to reduce the candidate's
chances of winning. It is also an
offence to make a false statement
that another candidate has withdrawn from the election in order
to assist a preferred candidate.

Threats or force may not be used
to get a person to vote or not to
vote. Causing spiritual injury, for
example by persuading a voter
that he will be punished by God
if he does not vote for a particular party, is also an offence.

The punishment for these offences is i~prisonment of up to
12 months and a fine ranging
from RM250 to RMl,OOO. A person convicted of any of these offences may be prohibited from
voting; if he was a successful
candidate, he is likely to lose his
seat.
Citizens who are concerned that
an election is fair should be on
the watch out for any of these
electoral offences. If they are
committed, a witness should report the offence to the police and
the Election Commission. 0

ELECTION OFFENCES

On polling day, no unauthorised
person is allowed within 50 yards
of a polling station to prevent
them from finding out who are
the people entering or leaving the
polling station. Neither are candidates allowed to establish
booths or offices within 50 yards
of a polling station. No one may
remain in this area except those
queueing up to vote.

In our statute books, certain
ways of influencing voters are
unlawful. For instance, it is an

Anyone who attempts to influence a voter by paying for the
cost of his transport to or from
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ELECTION · ·
OFFENCES
Giving Treats

Threats

It is an offence to provide or arrange
for treats of food, drink or provisions in order to influence a person
to vote for a candidate or not to vote
at all. Offering a voter a treat
through an intermediary is also
against the law. No voter may be
given treats before, during or after
voting hours in order to influence
his voting. A voter who accepts
these treats is himself committing
an offence.

It is against the law to threate~ or
force a person to vote or not to vote.
No voter may be prevented in any
way from exercising his right to vote.
The various forms of violence mentioned in the law include abduction,
causing bodily injury or any other
sort of damage, harm or loss. Causing spiritual injury, for example by
persuading a voter that he will be
punished by God if he does not vote
for a particular candidate or party,
is also an offence.

Bribery
No person may give money, gifts,
loans or any valuable consideration
to a voter in order to influence him
in voting. A bribe given through a
go-between is also illegal. A voter
who accepts these bribes can be
prosecuted. It is also against the law
for gifts or financial inducements to
be given to someone who agrees to
persuade a voter to vote or not to
vote.

Offers of Office/Position
The law does not allow anyone to
offer, or promise to try to get, any
office, place or employment for a
voter in order to persuade him to
vote for any candidate or not to vote.
The use of intermediaries either to
accept or to offer such inducements
is equally an offence.

Freedom of Movement
On polling day, no unauthorized person is allowed, within 50 yards of a
polling station, to find out who are
the people entering or leaving the
polling station. Neither are candidates allowed to establish booths or
offices within 50 yards of a polling
station. No one may remain in this
area except to queue up to vote. Neither can anyone be forced to alight
from a vehicle within 50 yards of any
candidate's booth.

out may be used to ferry voters to
polling stations . A candidate may,
however, arrange transport for voters to cross rivers in order to vote,
but such transport must be made
available to all voters in the area.

False Statements
A person breaks the law if he makes
false statements about the personal
character or conduct of a candidate
to reduce his chances of winning. It
is also an offence to make a false
statement that another candidate has
withdrawn from the election in order to assist a preferred candidate.
Candidates or their agents who make
fal se statements about their election
expenses would also be breaking the
law.

Punishment
The punishment for these offences
is imprisonment of up to 12 months
and a fine ranging from RM250 to
RM l ,000. A person convicted of any
of these offences may be prohibited
from voting and if he was a successful candidate, may lose his seat.

Transport
Reports and Complaints
Anyone who attempts to influence
a voter by paying for the cost of his
transport to or from the polling station is committing an offence. No
vehicle which is ordinarily rented
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If you wish to have fair elections,
you should be ready to report election offences to the police or the
Election Commission. 0
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The Editor
ALIRAN MONTHLY
p_o_ BOX 1049
10830 Penang
Malaysia
THE MYTH OF VISION

2020
I wonder why most Malaysians
are easily influenced. They take
every bit of Wawasan (Vision)
2020 for granted without thinking. This immaturity is prevalent
even among the most experienced academicians, politicians
and talented individuals from
different professions. After all,
Vision 2020 is nothing but a label with no specific master-pian
to support it.
As a graduate in political science
and economics, I would call the
vision a lie, a sleazy lie. I don't
believe that a bunch of unspecific words that forms nine
simple and brief challenges can
turn a small, weak and unpopular nation into a respected, rich
and influential industrialized
nation in just 30 years. I have no
confidence that a government
that abuses human rights (the
ISA and the University Act, for
example) and the ecology (e.g.
Bakun Dam, Cameron Highlands massive development and

the Highlands Towers condo collapse); that exploits minorities
(i.e. in the Bakun Dam case- AM
1994: 14(5)); that practises ethnic-oriented policies (governing
admissions into local universities, quotas for government servants and the distribution of
shares, etc;); that denies press
freedom and the freedom of expression (e.g. the banning of
Schindler's List, news of the Opposition and the East Timor issue); that practises money politics (e.g. The 1993 UMNO Baru
election and the 1994 Sabah state
election); that allows all sorts of
inefficiencies and alleged white
collar crimes committed by high
ranking government officials to
be covered-up (e.g. Samy Vellu's
case, Hamid Omar's case and attempts to cover up Bank Negara's
losses) that undermines the independence of the judiciary (i.e.
the dismissal of former Lord
President Tun Salleh Abas) and
the royalty (i.e. via Clause 33A)
and also violates the principle of
democracy, can do such a job. It
is just a highly inefficient and biased government.
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We have a political system that
is going ' backwards'; our
economy is in the sea of the international economy - too weak
to say 'no' to any changes at the
international level; an economy
that can only follow and cannot
lead; how can we progress in this
way? How can we achieve our
aims in an era where we have so
many 'yes-men' in our cabinet
and so few real leaders to strive
for the sake of national development rather than personal interest? How can we emerge as an
influential nation within 30 years
when even the most capable and
advanced nations needed more
than a few centuries to accomplish the same job? I strongly
urge the 'Wawasan' believers to
study the history of any advanced
nation and find out how much
special effort and time it must
have sacrificed in its struggle for
the same title. They definitely
needed a lot more than just nine
simple (probably too brief to be
useful) challenges and 30 years
to make it.. .. are we going to create another Industrial Revolution?!
Thus, this concept is nothing
but a lie- a sleazy lie- by the BN
government to influence the
rakyat for a few more terms (at
least) in Parliament. From the
way they propagate this vision,
they seem to be threatening us by
saying that there will be no development without the Wawasan,
and that there will be no
Wawasan without the BN - undoubtedly, an intimidatory tactic!

I am not a pessimist; but, I don't
believe that by tacking the words
'Towards 2020' onto every thing
the government does and onto
every single speech given by
government officials, a nation
can achieve industrialized nation
status within 30 years. After all
almost all our major industrial
capabilities are still fully owned
by foreign multi-national companies and have nothing to do
with Malaysians or the Malaysian government. We need a better government, with a better vision for this immature nation.

PRO UTILITATE
HONINUM
SEGAMAT, JOHOR

BELIEVE IT OR NOT?
THE TOP 100 SCANDALS
OF THE MAHATHIR
YEARS(ANOTHER
WORLD RECORD?)
Demands for cleaner politics and
the eradication of corruption
have intensified in Thailand, Taiwan and South Korea. Government officials and politicians
have been fired or even jailed on
bribery charges. Even a high
court judge had resigned.
When Dr. Mahathir took office
in the early eighties, he promised a clean, trustworthy and efficient government. Is this (below) what he meant by clean,
trustworthy and efficient? He
talks about human rights and
democracy and even justice. But
he practises double standards,
violating human rights and
democratic norms.

During his term of office, there
were more than a hundred scandals and other incidences of injustice, abuse of power, corruption, etc.
Don't be surprised, just read the
following alphabetical list. Dr.
Mahathir should be given the
Guinness Award for these
achievements.
1) Attorney General (Datuk
Mokhtar) drops statutory
rape charges against Rahim
Tamby Chik.
2) Attorney General (Datuk
AbuTalib)Nijandran pornographic scandal
3) Amendments to Selangor Administration of Islamic Law
Enactment (Sections 63,70)
4) Amendments to Article 150
(Authoritarian powers to the
Prime Minister)
5) Abdullah Ang Prison Waterbed Fiasco
6) Amendments to the Legal Profession Act 1993 (Sections
42,5,7,77 and 46A)

11) Bank Bumiputra Scandal No.
1 (RM2.5 billion) 1984
12) Bank Bumiputra Scandal No.
2 (RM1.1 billion) 198
13) Bank Bumiputra Scandal No.
3 (RM72 million) 1991
14) Bank N egara Scandal (RM22
million)
15) Bolton Finance Share Scandal (RM5 million)
16) Bukit Kiara (KLGCC) Scandal (1993)
17) Constitutional Crisis (1983)
18) Cover-up on Mustakizah's
(allegedly a deputy minister's
girlfriend) murder
19) Choon Hong 111 (Tanker)
Tragedy (13 killed at Port
Klang South Port) 1992
20) Cessna Helicopter Crash
( 1992), Ghazali Shafie involved (Two killed)
(The incident happened at Janda
Baik under suspicious circumstances)

21) Cheras Toll Clash (1990)
7) Bukit Nanas National Toxic
Waste Centre Controversy
(1993)
8) Bank Negara Foreign Exchange Loses (RM30 billion)
1993
9) Multi billion Bakun Dam
project 1982-1995
10)Bank Pertanian Scandal
(RM260 million) 1990
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22) Co-operative Central Bank
(CCB) scandal (RM300 million)
23) Deposit-taking Co-operative
(DTC) Scandal
24) Destruction of Press Freedom (Temporary closure of
The Star, Watan, Sin Chew lit
Po h)

25) Dismissal of Tun Salleh
A bas

(prominent politicians involved) 1994

Hong Kong businessmen to
some Malaysian Ministers)

26) Detention of PAS Youth
Leaders (1984), two youths
and a Trengganu SA (under
the ISA)

37) illegal Indonesian Immigrants
with fake ICs

50) Maminco Scandal (RM1 billion) tin-buying episode with
leading commodity brokers

27) Detention of PAS Legal Advisor (Haji Suhaimi Said)
Lubuk Merbau Incident
(1992)
28) Denying Opposition views
in the mass media (Printed
and Electronic)
29) Democracy and Civil Law
Bill (Amendment) 1984
30) Election Amendments, 1986
(The Gateway to Money
Politics) A Parliamentary
Candidate is now allowed
RM50,000 as election expenses. Candidate's deposit
increased from RM 1,000 to
RM5,000
31) EPF Scandal ( 1994)
32) Felcra Scandal ( 1994)
33)Forest Concessions in
Pahang (2,000 acres) senior
politician involved 1986
34)Governrnent's warning against
peaceful demonstrations
(abuse of Human Rights)
1984
35) Papua New Guinea logging
scandal involving former
minister
36) Hotel Metropole (Novascotia,
built in 1900), a heritage
building,
demolished

38) Improper Award of Tender
(Penang State Government's
Housing Project) for RM250
million ( 1992)
39) Kosatu Scandal (RM156 million).
40) KBSM Scandal
41) Kobena Scandal (RM 100 million)
42) Koperative Serbaguna Malaysia (KSM) Scandal (RM 1.5
billion). 50,000 investors
were betrayed by one of the
ruling parties (MCA) in 1982
43) Kg. Bercham Squatters issue
44) KL City Hall 'Volvo' Scandal
45) Lembaga Padi Negara (LPN)
Scandal (Farmers were deprived of their hard earned
money, especially in MADA
areas) (1984)

51)Multi-Purpose-Holdi ngs
(MPH) 'Missing Millions'
Scandal. RM43 million missing in MPH's 1985 Accounts
52) MBfScandal (1993)
53) MIDFCCS Scandal (RM2.73
million) 1992
54) Makuwasa Scandal (1986)
55) Memali Tragedy Cover-up
(1985) 18 lives lost in this
Baling incident. Army personnel clash with civilians
56) Masjid Tanah Ammunition
Depot Scandal (RM71 million, MB implicated)
57) Malacca Water Scandal
58) Maika-Telekom Share Scandal (10 million shares)
59) North-South Highway Scandal (RM3.4 billion) 1985

46) Land Acquisition Act
47) Logging and the Penans (26
Penans were jailed in 1993
when they fought for their
rights)
48) Langkawi Scandal (CHOGM,
RM300 million)
49) Mak Foon Tan's case (The
agent for collection frqm
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60) N uri Helicopter Crash Coverup
61) Official Secrets Act (Amendments) 1983
62) Operasi Lallang (107 politicians, social activists, educationists, religious activists
detained under the ISA for 2
years)

63) Pan-El Scandal (Tan Koon
Swan involved)

79) SPM Paper Leak (1991)

91) Taman Midlands Scandal
(Penang 1994)

80) SRP Paper Leak ( 1992)
64) Petronas took over Bank
Bumiputra (Government's
revenue earner rescued Bank
Bumiputra) billions in loan
lost with no reason given.
1983
65) Plan to Destroy Bukit Cina
66) Papan: Radiaoctive waste
dump
67) Police raid on SOP office
(1984)
68) Perwaja Steel Scandal
69) Police Act (Amendment)
70) Printing Presses Act (Amendment)
71) Perwira Habib Bank Scandal
72) Publishing Act (Amendment)
73) Relau Indoor Stadium Scandal (Penang, 1993)
74) Rakyat Merchant Bankers
Scandal (RM380 million)
1994
75) Sports Toto Scandal
76) Sabah Gas Financial Fiasco
77) Saujana Taxi Permits Scandal
78) Sungai Buluh Bright Sparklers Factory Disaster (30
killed in 1991)

81) "Save Sim Kie Chon (Injustice done, Sim Kie Chon
hanged, Mokhtar Hashim
pardoned)
82) Suspension of Nadi lnsan's
KDN (1993) No reason given
83)Suspension of Membar
Socialis ( 1986) Reason
given: A poem on "Kaum
Tani" (farmers)
84) Suspension of National Echo
(1986)
85) Suspension of Asian Wall
Street Journal (1986)
86) Suspension of Thoothan
Weekly (Tamil) (1994) No
reason given
87) Sabah's submarine mystery
(former CM implicated)
88) Subang International Airport
Fire Disasters ( 1992 till
1994, six times). Lives lost
89) Super Puma (RMAF's NAS332) Helicopter Crash tragedy near Bukit Mertajam
(1993)
90) Sabah Tragedy ( 1986) Four
lives lost; one week's violent
agitation organised by unscrupulous elements to overthrow the popularly elected
government of PBS
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92) Taman Pelangi (Prai) Turnkey Project Scandal (RM48
million) 1993
93) Take-over of Renong by
Fleet Holdings, Hatibudi
94) Tornado Arms Deal Scandal
(RM5 billion)
95 ) Tenaga Nasional Scandal
(RM600 million) 1992
96) The Ban on Public Rallies in
a "democratic" country
(Continues)
97) UEM's Singapore-Johor Second link Scandal (RM2 billion)
98) Union Paper Share Scandal
(1993)
99) UMBC-Daim Zainuddin Connection (Months after becoming Finance Minister,
Daim took outright control of
UMBC in mid 1985)
100) Ulu Klang Highland Towers
Tragedy (1993) 48lives lost

Not the end, until Mahathir retires.

J, APALASAMY
CAMERON HIGHLANDS

trust his ballot to a stranger or
walk away without exercising his
right.
Since schoool buildings would be
used as polling stations, and considering the fact that the planning
and construction of such
buildings do not cater for the
needs of the physically weak and/
or disabled, wheelchair users,
persons with acute heart condition and the old have to vote with
much discomfort and inconvenience. They are compelled to
painstakingly negotiate the steps
and the narrow passages.

THE ELECTION
COMMISSION AND THE
DISABLED VOTERS
On 24, 25 April 1995, Malaysians will once again be exercising their rights to choose their
representatives to the Dewan
Rakyat to manage the affairs of
the country for another term. We
believe that all Malaysians of
voting age regardless of their social and/or physical condition,
should be able to perform their
constitutional duty without fear
or favour and with no inhibition
and restriction . Under the
present laws and arrangements,
disabled workers cannot cast
their votes with ease, confidence
and convenience.
The requirement stipulating that
blind voters can only be assisted
by either their relatives or the
presiding officer does not go far
enough to assure the blind voter
that his/her ballot would be cast

according to his/her preference.
It must be understood that
i) Not all blind voters can call
upon the assistance of their relatives. This is due to several reasons, two of which are a) many
blind persons live away from
their families , b) some of them
are orphans and have no traceable relatives. By fixing the General Election on a working day
this year and without declaring
it a public holiday, the Election
Commission poses greater problems and inconvenience to those
blind voters wishing to seek the
assistance of relatives.
ii) The presiding officer may be
a total stranger to the blind voter.
Under such circumstances, the
blind voter is put in a dilemma.
He has to decide whether to en-
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Aliran calls on the Election Commission to
i) Take effective measures to ensure that every voter has easy
access to the polling station and
the polling booth; and
ii) Ensure that the laws governing the election be reviewed to
allow blind persons to bring
along any person of his/her
choice to assist in the casting of
his/her ballot.
John Kim
EXCOMember
12 Apri11995

ESTATE WORKERS AND
THEIR PLIGHT
Aliran regrets the negative response of MIC President Datuk
Seri Samy Vellu towards the action taken by the Estate Workers
and Urban Pioneers Joint Committee in highlighting the social
problems faced by estate work-

ers. (The Sun, Monday April
10).
Datuk Seri Samy should have
addressed the issue squarely and
avoided the unproductive act of
labelling the Committee as an
agent of other political parties.
For the problems of the workers' house ownership, wages,
skill training and Tamil schools
are, as many of us are aware,
very real and pressing.
Besides, the concern for the welfare of the poor and the neglected should not be the monopoly of the MIC or other component parties of the Barisan
Nasional, but of all caring Malaysians.
Finally, we would like to emphasize that those who comment on
issues like this one should not
be conveniently dismissed as
glory seekers.
Dr Mustafa K. Anuar
Hon. Secretary
12 April 1995

BANK NEGARA SHOULD
WRITE-OFF ALL FOREX
LOSSES IMMEDIATELY
Aliran is concerned that Bank
Negara continues to disclose
RM5.1 billion in foreign exchange losses- incurred in 1992
and 1993 as a very strange 'asset' in its 1994 Balance Sheet.
What makes it even more ridiculous is that the Central Bank has
begun amortising (writing off)
these losses over ten years starting from 1994.

Writing off forex losses over ten
years is something almost unheard of in the financial world.
By no stretch of the imagination
can anyone classify foreign exchange losses as deferred expenditure to be progressively written off in the profit and loss accounts of future years.
Forex losses cannot generate future revenue - so they should not
be deferred. This distinguishes
forex losses from the usual types
of deferred expenditure e.g. preoperating expenses incurred in
the start-up of a new business
which can legitimately be deferred as they can eventually be
offset against future revenue
earned by the new business.
Besides, Bank Negara's forex
losses are realised losses - meaning they are real losses (as opposed to paper losses) and have
already been incurred; as such,
they should be written off immediately in line with the universally recognised accounting assumption of accruals (recognising
costs as they are incurred andrecording them in the financial
statements of the periods to
which they relate) governed by
the policy of prudence as outlined
in the International Accounting
Standards (lAS).
Bank Negara should not camouflage these losses as assets. Some
quarters have argued that it is
acceptable to treat the losses as
assets because the government
has given its undertaking to make
good the losses if and when requested. But if that is the case,
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why has the central bank started
writing off the' asset'? Shouldn't
the 'asset' be described as
'Amount receivable from Government' rather than 'Deferred
Expenditure'?
To regard forex losses as an asset is to take 'creative accounting' into the realm of fantasy.
Such a misrepresentation does
not give the users of the accounts
a true and fair view of the bank's
state of affairs. The real reason
the central bank is writing off
these losses over ten years is that
it wants to paint a pretty picture
of it financial position for the
public. If it were to write off the
losses immediately, everyone
would see that the shareholders'
funds (capital+ reserves) has actually turned negative - an indicator of real problems.
Even so, it would be far better for
the central bank to be totally
honest. As the financial guardian
of the country, it should set exemplary standards for all the
other banks and fmancial institutions. If the central bank's own
books are not in order how can it
condemn unethical practices in
other financial institutions or
exert moral persuasion over
them? As things stand - by deferring those forex losses - Bank
Negara is merely passing them
down to the 21st century. Perhaps
we should be grateful that Bank
Negara is not amortising these
losses until 2020!
Executive Committee
12 April 1995

* Is it fair that Ministers should

IT'S TIME THE ELECTION
COMMISSION BLEW ITS
WHISTLE
Aliran is disappointed that the
Secretary of the Election Commission, Datuk Rashid Abdul
Rahman glossed over the issues
that we raised in our Open Letter to Datuk Harun Din, the
Chairman of the Commission.
He is quoted as having said, "It
i natural for political parties to
make promises during the elections .. There is nothing wrong
in making election promises .. "
(The Star: April 11, 1995)

pletely ignored the other far more
serious issues that we had raised
in the letter.
We would like him to address
these issues honestly:
* Is it morally right for the ruling party to approve and allocate on-the-spot grants for development during the period of
the election campaign? Isn't
this tentamount to bribing the
voters?
* Is it ethical for leaders of the
ruling party to use government
facilities - machinery, personnel and vehicles- for party purposes? Doesn't this constitute
an abuse?

It is unfortunate that he is unable to see the difference between the promises made by the
ruling party and a contending
party. The promises made by a
ruling party are perceived by the
electorate as something plausible since it controls the purse
strings. Whereas the promises
made by the contending party is
viewed by the voters as something beyond their means. Because of their very position in
power, such promises confer on
the ruling party an unfair advantage in influencing the voters.

*Is it proper for Barisan leaders
to be given unlimited time and
opportunity to campaign over
TV, displaying their party symbols prominently, without extending a similar privilege to
the opposition? .It should be
borne in mind that the moment
a Minister appears on TV and
attacks an opposition party during the election period, he
ceases to be a government official and assumes the role of a
party functionary.

In any case, making promises is
only one aspect of the problem
that we had raised in our letter
to the Chairman. He had com-

* Is it democratic for the Barisan
to have access to school halls,
community centres and public
fields which are not available
to the opposition?
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be using planes and helicopters
to move around the country
quickly and conveniently to
campaign for the Barisan without incurring any expenditure
for their party?

* Is

it true that "the opposition
parties themselves want a
short campaigning period" as
claimed by the secretary of the
Commission? Our enquiries
have revealed that all the opposition parties that count had
not made such a request.
Datuk Rashid should name the
opposition parties that wanted a
short campaigning period to
verify the truth of his statement
and establish the credibility of the
Election Commission. It is
important that he must respond
because his own credibility is
being seriously questioned.
The Election Commission is a
referee in this contest. It's the
referee's responsibility to ensure
that the contest is fair and clean.
It's the referees duty to enforce
rules that do not confer unfair
advantage to any one side. It's the
referee's obligation to lay down
the ground rules so that it is not a
lopsided contest.
Malaysians have witnessed too
many infringements in this contest and are wondering when the
whistle will be blown. They are
waiting anxiously to hear the
whistle. Will the Election Commission exert its constitutional
authority to ensure that the contest is fair, clean and democratic?
P. Ramakrishnan
President
13 April 1995

Chenon was arrested - along with
32 others - and detained without
trial for a week because he refused
to give up his paddy-field in exchange for meagre compensation;
some wealthy Saudi businessmen,
backed by the Kedah Government,
had carved out 1,000 acres of the
farmers' fertile paddy-land to cultivate tiger prawns. As soon as the
farmers were arrested, the bulldozers charged in - even though a bid
to challenge the acquisition lay before the Court.
FOREIGN WORKERS EXPLOITED
Are these isolated instances of injustice? Ask the reader of The Star
who wrote to complain about the
"inhuman exploitation and
victimisation of foreign workers at
a factory in Taman Desa Aman,
Sungai Buloh."
In his letter, he described how the

factory boss mercilessly beat up
foreign workers from Bangladesh,
Pakistan, Burma and India. "At
times, crude punishment- like forcing the workers to stand still under
the hot sun with the heavy rims suspended on their outstretched armsis meted out when workers make
mistakes or fail to report to work."
In one incident, he recounted that a
Pakistani worker was kicked until
his knees began to bleed.
He concluded: "The authorities
should also investigate the terms of
employment of the foreign workers
which, I am sure, will open a
Pandora's box of further abuses."
Indeed, many foreign workers continue to receive meagre wages while
living in crammed accommodation.
Doesn't anyone care about these for-

eign workers and the abysmal inequalities in society? Or are we so
blinded by the tawdry trappings of
materialism and the vision of the
good life promised by Vision 2020?
UNFAIR CAMPAIGN
Injustice also extends to the ongoing election campaign. When
televison provides token coverage of
opposition parties, and highlights the
ruling coalition's campaign, Malaysians are justified in demanding:
"Where is Justice?"
Just look at the news over television
during the campaign. Witness how
the ruling coalition monopolises at
least the first half of the news with
coverage of its campaign - while
running down the opposition.
And that election special over television - Malaysia Untukmu? It
claims to be a neutral programme
covering the activities of the various
political parties; and. admittedly, it
does give some superficial coverage
to opposition parties. But again, the
unspoken theme is subtle yet persuasive: don't rock the boat, don't make
waves. Malaysia is doing just fine
as it is.
Notice how
propaganda ditties
interrupt prime-time programmes trying to brainwash viewers with
Malaysia's 'glittering' successes. See
the Prime Minister leading us to
greater heights of progress, towards
2020; observe how Malaysia is sitting pretty as a pearl, with the world
as its oyster. The underlying message in all this is: don't we feel good
to be Malaysians? So why risk your
vote on the opposition?
After all this barrage of propaganda,
they have the gall to say that political parties are not allowed air-time
over television.
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On 9 April, for instance, RTM telecast ' live' the Prime Minister's address to a 12,000 crowd attending a
Barisan-organised open-air dinner at
the Esplanade in Penang. (So, has
the ban on public rallies been lifted?)
The dinner marked the kick-off of
the Barisan's campaign in Penang.
To telecast such an event 'live' while
denying opposition parties similar
access to the media was an act of
gross injustice. Was it divine justice
then that unleashed a torrential
downpour of such fury as soon as
the Prime Minister started speaking
that he was forced to abandon his
speech just minutes later? By then a
large section of the crowd had
already run helter-skelter out of the
soggy pitch looking for cover. Only
two courses of the dinner were
served.
To compound the injustice, the authorities have reportedly turned
down the request from opposition
party to use the Penang Esplanade
for a similar dinner. Such incidents
prove that our general election is an
unequal contest. Indeed, the ruling
coalition has not hesitated to abuse
public facilities at its disposal.
AN UNEQUAL CONTEST
Newspapers have once again turned
themselves into party gazettes actively campaigning for the Barisan.
Because the establishment or ruling
component parties control most of
these papers, opposition parties can
expect little favourable coverage.
The Prime Minister argues that opposition parties have their own party
papers like the DAP's Rocket and
PAS's Harakah. This parallel is ridiculous. The Prime Minister as the
Home Minister should know that his
Ministry had restricted sales of these

newspapers to party members only
i.e. these papers cannot be sold to
the public.
Meanwhile, true to form, the ruling
coalition has promised Kelantan
voters a university in the state if it
kicks out the opposition government led by the PAS-Semangat 46
coalition. If such promises worked
in Sabah, the Barisan must have reasone d, surely it can work in
Kelantan. But don't underestimate
the voters in Kelantan who can see
through this kind of electoral bribery.
With the continuing ban on public
rallies and the ruling coalition's unlimited access to the mainstream
media, the election campaign is like
a boxing contest where one boxer
is fighting, with one arm tied behind his back. The referee - the
Election Commission - says it is
powerless to intervene; the
spectators, however, think that the
referee is biased.
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We may have fabulous economic
growth rates but do we have Justice? The main bulwark for Justice,
the Judiciary, has not yet recovered
from the terrible body-blow it received in 1988. Then, the entire Judiciary was made subservient to
Parliament. The Lord President and
five Supreme Court judges were unceremoniously suspended. The humiliation was total, the capitulation
complete.
Is it any wonder then that Justice is
such a rare commodity in our fair
land? Malaysians should dwell on
this when they go out to vote on 2425 April. 0
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"Only a socially
just country
has the right
to exist."

I

John Paull/
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A HOLLOW VISION
WITHOUT JUSTICE
''An unrectitied case of
injustice has a terrible
way of lingering restlessly in the social atmosphere like an unfinished question."

I

Mary McCarthy
On The Contrary, 1961

II

n a squatter settlement in
Male Mandin, on mainland Penang, adjacent to
one of Malaysia's oldest
industrial estates, ramshackle
wooden huts with zinc roofs huddle
along narrow lanes. Whole families
tolerate each other in single-room
shacks with stagnant water below the
floor boards.
Clogged drains just outside the slum
houses overflow with rubbish and
green algae, emitting a foul stench.
Several homes don't even have piped
water. Bare-backed children run
around near heaps of rubbish surrounded by stray animals. Toilet facilities are crude, to say the least. Alcoholism among men and women,
and drug abuse among the youth
leave in their trail broken families
and abused women - a saraband of
sleaze and hopelessness.
This is the hidden side of Malaysia
- a reality tucked away where
nobody can see. Nobody wants to

Christianity, for instance, at the start
of his ministry, Jesus declared that
his mission was "to bring the good
news to the poor, to proclaim liberty
to captives and to the blin d new
sight, to set the downtrodden free ... "

know either; no one except the politicians who never fail to show up
each time the elections draw near.
Meanwhile, the media trumpets the
country's economic growth and the
good life that privileged Malaysians
are supposedly enjoying. To the unfortunate urban squatters, however,
it must seem like some kind of sick
joke. They can't afford low-cost
houses of their own with their subsistence-level factory wages. Even
if they could, where are the low-cost
houses? Amidst so much uncertainty
over the future, life goes on for them
- a life of squalour, poverty and oppression.

"To proclaim liberty to captives."
What would the founders of all the
great spiritual faiths of our people
have made of the draconian Internal
Security Act, a nasty piece of legislation which clearly violates God's
Jaw? By allowing for detention without trial, such ungodl y legislation
denies captives justice and suppresses the truth. (Other legi slation
which suppresses the truth include
the Printing
Presses and
Publications Act and the Official Secrets Act.)

HOLLOW EUPHORIA
Meanwhile, many Malaysians bask
in the orchestrated euphoria over the
country's economic progress. True,
the nation has chalked up some impressive economic statistics- though
inflation remains serious. But what
is singularly Jacking is a real -as opposed to a half-hearted or token commitment to justice. Without such
a commitment to human dignity for
all sections of the population, the
calls for greater economic development and progress ring hollow.

How can Malaysians rejoice over
economic growth when some of
their fellow citizens languish in
detention camps or are banished to
other states without trial ? ever
mind the numbers, one person unjustly detained blots the collective
conscience of the entire community.

All the main spiritual faiths in our
country - Islam, Buddhism, Hinduism, Christianity and Sikhism recognise the paramount importance
of justice and human dignity. In _ /
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And what about the downtrodden ?
Come on, surely nobody is downtrodden in Malaysia. Think agai n.
Look at the Land Acquisition Act.
Listen to Chenon Bakar, a humble
rice-farmer from the village of
Kerpan in Kedah, when he says: "We
have been badly oppressed."
' \
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continued on page 30

